
The Ins & Outs of the E.U. (Or should that be the Outs & Ins?)  
A talk for Simply Forward on understanding the E.U. by George Harlock 

Coming to a Milton Keynes polling station near you on June 23rd 
2016.  Perhaps the only time in your lifetime where YOUR vote will 
REALLY count for something! No wasted votes this time! 

So let’s do it! X for Leave or Remain. If Undecided, please 
don’t mark at all, hand it in blank. (Can be used next time)  



My background: 
•  Marine Engineer 

• Production Engineer 

• Manufacturing Consultant 

• The Wolverton SuperFactory  No. 1  Ltd. 

• Whistleblowing bridge inspector in these parts 

• Parliamentary UKIP              candidate 2005 MK South 

  

 

 

 

• Currently leading the Brexit Milton Keynes Campaign 



What are my reasons for doing this ? 
• My election experience last year (& 2005). 
• The CMK Plan referendum. 
• Desire to learn more myself. 
• Desire to share what I learn. 
• Desire to get back the control of our       
   country & our destiny for those who   
   come after us. 
• 3  x “Understanding the EU”  
   workshops I ran last year. 



BREXIT Milton Keynes 
 

Our ‘brand’ 

Combining people in any, or 
none, of the British EU Exit 
campaign groups here in MK. 



While we wait for the vote count. 
This is how the E.U. sees us. 

This is one of their maps.  
What is missing 
from this map?                               

What is missing is the word England!  
They might have asked our permission first!                              



How the Electorate Probably  
Breaks Down 

The Undecideds. 
The Uninformed. 
The don’t cares. 

Committed 
Europhiles 

Committed 
BreXiteers 

It’s easy for us Committed ones, we had our minds made up long ago. Nothing is going to change 
 that on either side. It’s going to be agonising for you Undecideds. You hold the future destiny of  
the nation in your hands, and you haven’t got long to make up your minds! Until June 23rd. 
  



Referendum is a David & Goliath struggle between:  

This is what a voter in 
Prague thinks of theirs. 

The People versus the Establishment &  
vested interests 

Our flag versus theirs 

 Truth & Courage versus Deception, Fear,              
Uncertainty &  

Doubt (FUD) 



To win the Referendum and make a successful British 
Exit - ‘BreXit’, requires a 3 legged stool approach! 

Every voter needs to feel that the stool is safe! 

1 - Problem 
What's wrong with 
the status quo of EU 
membership, & why 
we should get out?  

2 - Solution 
How we get out, & the various plans for exit 
including ‘FleXcit’ Plan, now called The Market 
Solution. Understand the ‘Norway’, ‘Swiss’, 
World Trade Organisation options etc. Which 
would be best for jobs and trade? 

3 – The Vision  
The future “vision” 
statement. How a 
future UK would 
be better off. The 
clearer the better. 



3 – The Vision  The future “vision” statement. How a future UK would be better off. The clearer the better. 
  

Self government by an accountable House of Parliament  –   
full  Sovereignty again.  
 
Reform of the Westminster system– last & final stage of FleXcit plan 
(The Harrogate Agenda). 
 
Reform of the voting system. 
 
UK Law supreme in the land. 
 
U.K. Justice System over E.U. Courts. 
 
Full control of our levers of Trade & Economy. 
 
Full control over Monetary & Fiscal tax policies. 
 
Full control of our Defence forces and Police. 
 
Control of major national infrastructure to be retained in British 
hands, ie Ports, Coastguard, Energy etc. 
 
The British people (and the non-British people here with us) make 
the decision of how many and what kind of other people join us. 
 
We keep our noses OUT of other countries business, lending a hand 
where we can, especially in emergencies.  
 

Part 1 



3 – The Vision  The future “vision” statement. How a future UK would be better off. The clearer the better. 
  

70 years after Toyota showed us how to reduce non-value added activity in an organisation, to better focus 
on the activity that does add value, we get serious about implementing Lean Enterprise in all commerce and 
industry but especially in the Public Sector. 
 

This is where the value, as perceived by us, the Citizen Customers, is crashing whilst the costs escalates!   
 

E.U. Procurement rules and regulations that have piled up since I began my consultancy in 1988 means that 
we have been going backwards!  

Recent examples from Milton Keynes Council that I know of: 
•  Butterfield Close, Woolstone, 18 months to replace a street sign. Actual time. It only took 1 year, 150 
years ago, to dig the entire 10 miles of the canal from Cosgrove to Buckingham. What has gone wrong? 
•  £80 to clean a single street sign!! Proposal recently. What? 
•  £3,000 each to narrow each car parking space – painting lines! Proposal recently. You must be joking! 
•  Secklow Gate bridge after fire, £30k per month to hire the props for 18 months whilst nothing was done 
about repairing the bridge!  Actual cost over £1.5 million in the end. Cost could have been £275k. 
•  97 bridges crash barrier safety bolts missing, loose or too short.  Actual. Took 3 years + and my dismissal 
as a ‘Whistleblower’!  With common sense, I could have dealt with these AS I INSPECTED THEM!   

Tragically this sort of waste 
happens everywhere. And 

it costs YOU! 
 

You get the point I hope!! 

Part 2 – better value for money! 





2 - Solution 
How we get out, & the various plans for exit including ‘FleXcit’ 
Plan  or The Market Solution. See PDF.  The ‘Norway’, ‘Swiss’, 
World Trade Organisation options etc. Or something else.  Which 
would be best for jobs and trade?  

This is the leg where there hasn’t been enough sensible debate even 
among us Brexiteers, let alone the voting public about the pros and 
cons of the several different options.  There is just about time to get 
this straight before June 23rd 
 

It all hinges around whether or not to remain in the Single Market. 
The Single Market is NOT the E.U.  I don’t have all of the answers 
myself, I’m still framing some of the questions! 
 

What we do need to do is to throw some light on David Cameron’s 
“Leap in the Dark” scaremongering! “There is nothing to fear 
except Fear itself”.      US President Franklin D. Roosevelt, March 4, 1933. 
 

Lots of people will vote to Leave even without any satisfactory 
answers, we are Great Britain for heaven’s sake! Or we used to be! 
 

Understanding the issues such as rejoining EFTA, the EEA etc. 
It’s complicated.  I personally need to study it further. But there ARE 
safe routes out. Start with triggering Article 50 of the Lisbon Treaty. 
 



2 - Solution How we get out, & the various plans for exit including ‘FleXcit’. The Norway, Swiss, 
World Trade Organisation options etc. Which would be best for jobs and trade.? 

There is a lot more to the world, than the E.U. or Europe. 
Complex overlaps of networks. Most counties are NOT in E.U. 



Now let’s start looking in detail at the E.U.  
 

For me, the ‘Democratic Vacuum’ at the heart 
of it is the key issue. Democracy & Sovereignty.  
 

We are going to start with that. 
 
What follows is the first of a series of workshops on understanding the E.U that I 
developed last summer.  When I have covered that and we have had a break, you get 
to choose where we go next. 

 
 

1 – Problem   What's wrong with the status quo of EU membership, 
& why we should get out?  
 



BREXIT Milton Keynes 

Combining people in any, or 
none, of the British EU Exit 
campaign groups here in MK. 
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